
LESSONS LEARNED
AT LONG RANGE

Applying F-Class shooting 
concepts to Service Rifle
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ABOUT ME
Scott Bissett

Captain, Canadian F-Class Rifle Team

I was born and raised in Ottawa, and live in Kanata with 
my family. I started shooting competitively in 2011, and 
Connaught is my home range.
I volunteer extensively with the DCRA, and this is my 8th

year supporting CAFSAC.

• Silver Medalist, 2017 F-Class World Championships - Rutland Match

• Deputy Chairman of Council, Dominion of Canada Rifle Association 

• Match Director, 2017 F-Class World Championships 2
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AGENDA
Topics for today’s session:

Equipment for Long Range

• Picking the Right Tool(s) for the Job
• How to measure Precision & Accuracy
• Achieving Reliability & Repeatability
• Understanding External Ballistics
• Application to Service Rifle

Reading The Wind

• Reading the Wind 
• How to use mirage
• Flags & Other Indicators
• Which wind matters more?

• Making a Wind Call
• Planning Your First Shot
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AGENDA
Topics for today’s session:

Training & Preparation

• Mental & Physical Preparation

How the DCRA Can Help
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EQUIPMENT FOR
LONG RANGE

“Use the right tool, for 
the right job, in the 
right way”
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PICKING THE RIGHT TOOLS FOR THE JOB
Creating consistent performance at long range
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Achieving predictable results on target at 
long range requires the shooter to optimize 
their rifle, ammunition, and set-up in order 
to create the highest level of precision & 
accuracy,  repeatability, and reliability
• The required level of precision will vary, but 

typically requires the rifle/ammunition/optic 
to be capable of grouping inside the smallest 
target at the furthest distance it will be shot.
• In F-Class this means the rifle must be 

capable of shooting a sub 10” group at 900m

• In Service Rifle the required precision is:

• 100m, 4” bull on Figure 14

• 200m, 6” bull on Fig 12/59 C

• 300m, 9” bull on Fig 12/59 B

• 500m, 15” bull on Fig 12/59 A
• Once the highest level of precision, accuracy
is achieved by adjusting the POI (MPI) through 
manipulating the optical sight or holding off.
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HOW DO WE MEASURE PRECISION & ACCURACY?
What is Minute of Angle (MOA)?
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Minute of Angle (MOA) is an angular
measurement equating to 1/60th of a degree.
It provides us with a way to measure 
precision/accuracy in a linear way 
regardless of distance.

• MOA can be used to define the precision
potential of a rifle/ammunition/optic system

• It can also be used to define the 
adjustment required to place the bullet 
impact on target 

You can make the best use of MOA by 
understanding:

• Your distance to target and bullet drop
• What 1 MOA means at that distance
• What MOA adjustment you need to make
• How many “clicks” that is on your system
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ACHIEVING RELIABILITY AND REPEATABILITY
Creating consistent performance at long range
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To prove the reliability of the system we 
need to look at the rifle, ammunition, and 
optics.
• Rifle – prove the rifle through practice, identify 
potential sources of failure and remedy them (or 
have a back-up)

•Ammunition – Make sure your ammunition is 
as consistent as possible, and test periodically at 
different distances to establish and record your 
baseline.

• Optics – Ensure the optic is clean, mounted 
correctly and tight, and zeroed for the range(s) 
you will be shooting.
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UNDERSTANDING EXTERNAL BALLISTICS
Predicting bullet performance at long range
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In order to predict bullet performance at 
varying distances we need to have an 
understanding of the following:

• The ballistic co-efficient of the projectile 
(a measure of how aerodynamic it is)

• The muzzle velocity
• Zero range
• Environmental conditions

• Temperature
• Humidity
• Altitude

Ballistic calculations courtesy of Berger Bullets
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APPLICATION TO SERVICE RIFLE
How can we apply this to Service Conditions?
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Starting with the same environmental data but
using information specific to IVI C77 Ball 
ammunition: 

• The ballistic co-efficient : 0.274 G1*
• The muzzle velocity: 910 m/s (from a C7A2)*
• Zero range: 100y

• From this table we can see that in these 
environmental conditions the bullet begins to 
enter the trans-sonic state just before 600y, 
which can lead to instability and 
unpredictable results on target
• We can also see that at 500y the bullet 
retains roughly the same energy as a 115gr 
9mm at the muzzle.

Ballistic calculations courtesy of Berger Bullets

* Per General Dynamics
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READING
THE WIND

“A breeze will always 
blow in the direction it 
wishes to go.”
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READING THE WIND
Using mirage to estimate wind speed
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• At the most fundamental level mirage is 
the distortion of light caused by 
alternating levels of hot and cool air, 
based off the temperature of the ground. 
It is seen as waves of light moving across 
the range. It is most noticeable at long 
range with high magnification

• This distortion is significantly impacted 
by wind speed, and with practice can be 
used to make reliable estimates down to 
1-2 km/h

• Mirage can generally be seen in winds up 
to about 20 km/h
• In addition to wind speed, mirage can 
also indicate wind direction.

With no wind the mirage will 
boil upwards

At 3-5 km/h the mirage will 
bend slightly away from the 
wind direction, but continue 
to boil.

At 6-9 km/h the mirage will 
run at about a 45 deg angle 

At 10-13 km/h the mirage 
will be at about 70 deg, with 
little to no boiling

From 16-19 km/h the mirage 
will flatten out and run 
parallel to the ground
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READING THE WIND
Other environmental indicators for speed and direction
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In addition to mirage there are other indicators 
that can be used to help estimate wind speed

• 5-8 km/h - Feel wind on your face

• 8-13 km/h – Leaves and grass moving

• 13-20 km/h – Blowing dust/sand (in the butts)

• 20-25 km/h – Moves small trees

You can also use the wind flags (and other) flags 
on the range

• Create a cheat sheet using a wind meter and 
draw flag positions relative to wind speed

• Wind flags can vary from range to range so 
make sure you know what you are looking at
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READING THE WIND
Which wind matters more? Near or Far?
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Wind speed and direction can vary over the 
distance we are shooting.
Using  our bullet’s ballistic coefficient, muzzle 
velocity, and environmental conditions we can 
use  a formula to calculate wind influence across 
distance and velocity.
McCoy’s formula teaches us that:
• The early portion of the trajectory has the most 

influence at any distance

• At longer ranges the middle trajectory’s importance 
increases

• A constant wind closest to the shooter will cause
greater deflection as the wind has more time to act.

Images from nVisti
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MAKING A WIND CALL
The effect of wind direction on bullet flight
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The use of a wind clock allows us to take 
the estimates we’ve made on the wind speed 
and direction and begin to determine the 
proper adjustment for the wind.
Depending on the direction of the wind 
relative to the bullet path, the impact on fall 
of shot can vary.

• A wind from 3 o’clock or 9 o’clock will 
have the most effect

• A wind from 12 o’clock or 6 o’clock will 
have nearly zero effect

• The wind clock can also help us determine 
the upper and lower limits of our wind 
bracket

Image from rifleopticsworld.com
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PLANNING YOUR FIRST SHOT
Knowing the size of the target matters
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Plot sheets can help to predict the relative 
wind effect and it’s impact on fall of shot

• The plot sheet allows us to make more 
informed decision of where to hold off, 
and use it to measure any required 
adjustment

• It can also help us correlate what we are 
seeing/estimating with a real world result, 
leading to better decision making going 
forward

• Using the graph system embedded in the 
chart allows us to monitor “true wind” and 
gather data on different wind conditions

• Other plotting tools include the EZ-Graf or 
Plot-o-matic

Typical 900m F-Class plot sheet with ½ MOA grid
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PLANNING YOUR FIRST SHOT
Plot Sheets for Service Rifle
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TRAINING &
PREPARATION

“If you have the 
motivation and the 
right tools you can 
succeed.”
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MENTAL & PHYSICAL PREPARATION
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There are a variety of techniques that can 
help be used to help increase performance, 
reduce stress, and help mentally prepare 
you for competition:

• PRACTICE!! Seek out opportunities to 
shoot as much as you can

• Dry firing - ingrain the feeling of firing a 
perfect shot

• Visualization – As you dry fire picture the 
impact 
• Imagine also having to make 

corrections, and work that into your 
dry firing

• Diaphragmatic breathing
• Proven to reduce stress and increase 

performance
• Focus on performance, not results

“All things are ready, if our mind be so.”
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OTHER 
RESOURCES

“If you want to go 
quickly, go alone. If  
you want to go far,     
go together.”
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HOW CAN THE DCRA HELP?
Look for other opportunities to help you learn and grow
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The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association 
was founded in 1868 with the express goal 
of promoting rifle shooting across Canada, 
and helping to maintain and grow 
marksmanship skills within the Militia. 
That relationship continues today, with our 
member Provincial Rifle Associations and 
the NDHQRA providing regular training
opportunities and competitions in 
disciplines including:

• Service Rifle
• Service Pistol
• CQB
• Precision Rifle
• F-Class
• Target Rifle
• and more…



THANK YOU
Scott Bissett 2021fcteam@dcra.ca

www.canadafclass.ca
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www.dcra.ca


